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Slam Dunk Golf’s Hot Shot Putting
is just what golf needs to grow
the game. Those future hoop
stars can pair Stephen Curry’s
two favorite sports. Whether on the
putting green, in the office, or at home,
this game will have you trying to slash the net while
improving your putting stroke.
Simply line up your shot, stroke the ball, and wait for the results.
There are hundreds of possible games, but even good old-fashioned
HORSE takes on a new spin with Hot Shot Putting. You can even
video your trick shots and upload them on Slam Dunk Golf’s website.
$24.99   www.slamdunkgolf.com

Nothing But Net

Last summer when Bryson DeChambeau captured the US Amateur at
Olympia Fields, his clubs were fitted with Jumbo Max golf grips. These
puppies are not just designed for people with larger hands, but for
all golfers including women and juniors. Think about it—when
you use a hammer or a screwdriver you don’t want a small
handle, you want something that’s more comfortable in
your hands and can give you more control. It’s the
same simple principal when it comes to golf clubs,
and you eliminate having to put on multiple
wraps of tape to build up your grip. The
company has also introduced a couple of
different oversized putter grips at a nice
price. By the way, DeChambeau
continues to play the grips now
that he is a rookie on the PGA
Tour.
$10.99 - 14.99   
www.jumbomax.com

Get A Grip

Adidas Tour360 Prime Boost is
the first men’s performance
golf shoe to utilize
Primeknit technology,
which is used in
some of its best
performing
and most
recognizable
footwear,
including the Ultra
Boost and NMD. Engineered
for comfort, breathability, and overall performance this knit material is certainly
a unique look for golf footwear. There’s also 50/50 Protect for water resistance
in the lower half of the shoe. Adidas says the full-length Boost™ in the forefoot
and heel provide energized cushioning and comfort; a lighter and more flexible
360WRAP saddle allows for greater adjustability and adaptability. The new
S-curve heel shape, which follows the natural contour of the foot, makes the
Tour360 Prime Boost an eye-catcher on the links.
$229.00   www.adidasgolf.com

If The Shoe Fits

Serengeti glasses
are synonymous
with superior clarity.
Featuring a feather-light rimless design, Serengeti Erice glasses
are ideal on the road or at the course. The amber lens tint shows
golfers the break of the green in high definition. These shades are
ready for your 36-hole battle and are comfortable with a hat, visor,
or your hair in the wind.
$169.99   www.serengeti-eyewear.com

Protect
Your
Peepers

The Good Stuff

Doctors agree that it is better that you push your clubs
then pull them and stress your back. Big Max Golf has
introduced The Autofold FF featuring a unique folding
mechanism that allows all three wheels to open and
fold automatically with a simple hand movement. This
eliminates the need to secure small moving parts seen
on traditional pushcarts. New fold-flat technology
makes the cart easy to store
and transport, leaving plenty
of room for clubs and gear
in the trunk of any car,
locker, or garage. The durable
frame holds all sizes of golf bags
while carefully positioned storage
compartments fit multiple accessories.
Big Max, the No. 1 golf trolley brand in
Europe and global pioneer of the threewheeled pushcart, received Golf Digest’s
Editor’s Choice Award for Best Push Cart in
2016. Try an Autofold FF; your back, and
your doctor, will thank you.
$269.99
us.bigmaxgolf.com

Push, Don’t Pull

Bolle’s Tempest is an athletic, performance-driven style that features
Modulator V3 golf lenses that adjust the tint according to the brightness of
your playing conditions. Our favorite feature is the large area of coverage
that protects your eyes from the sun, the wind, and bunker sand. This is
the perfect pair of glasses to combat seasonal allergies.
$169.99   www.bolle.com

Performance Shades

Former
TaylorMade
Golf
executive
Sean
Toulon
has
started
up a
new highend putter
company
that stresses
a see and
feel premise. The
company started out
with twenty-five different prototypes with different shapes, materials,
and face mill patterns in an effort to understand the relationship
between sound and feel. In the end, they have created a unique
Deep Diamond Mill face pattern milled from a solid block of soft
303 stainless steel that effectively channels the vibration of impact
away from your ears to produce a slightly softer, yet still crisp,
solid sound and incredible feel. There are five models to choose
from named after various cities in the US: Madison (the Wisconsin
capital is Toulon’s hometown), San Diego, Rochester, Memphis,
and San Francisco.
$399 - 500   www.toulondesign.com

Toulon
Designed
Putters

